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What is a hospital closure?

 Sometimes difficult to identify because:

 Open, closed, open, closed

 No media coverage because it is a community non-event 
or part of a system reconfiguration

 Inpatient stays open but ER closes, inpatient closes but 
ER stays open, and other permutations

 Hospital is being replaced by a new facility

 For this study, we defined closure as permanent 
cessation of acute inpatient care.
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2005-16 rural hospital closures:
Where were they?
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2005-16 rural hospital closures:
When did they close?
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2016

Between January 2005 and July 2016, 
118 rural hospitals have closed



2005-16 rural hospital closures:
What types of hospital were they?
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2005-16 rural hospital closures:
How far away is the next closest hospital?
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A closure in August 2015 (Nye Regional in 
Tonopah, NV has 114 driving miles to the 
nearest hospital) is not pictured in the graph
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Market Factors

•Small or declining 
populations

•High unemployment 
(as high as 18%)

•High or increasing 
uninsured patients

•High proportion of 
Medicare and 
Medicaid patients

•Competition in close 
proximity

Hospital Factors

•Low daily census

•Lack of consistent 
physician coverage

•Deteriorating facility

•Fraud, patient safety 
concerns, and poor 
management

Financial Factors

•High and 
increasing charity 
care and bad debt

•Severely in debt

•Insufficient cash-
flow to cover 
current liabilities

•Negative profit 
margin

2010-16 rural hospital closures:
Why did they close? (As reported by news media)



2005-16 rural hospital closures:
How bad was their financial performance and condition?
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In the year before they closed:

 Most hospitals were unprofitable, illiquid, and 
unable to service debt

 Most had less than:

 150 FTEs, $10 million in salary expense, and 30% 
occupancy rate

 Negative or close to zero net income and net assets

 Most had already closed obstetrics



 Most closures in South (60%)

 Annual number of closures increasing 

 Most are CAHs (40%) and PPS (40%) hospitals (vs MDH-
16% and SCH-4%)

 Most are in states that have not expanded Medicaid (57%)

 Patients in affected communities are probably traveling 
between 5 and 30 more miles to access inpatient care

 Most hospitals closed because of financial problems
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2005-16 rural hospital closures:
Summary 
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What did closed hospitals morph into?
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More than half were abandoned -
no health care provided in facility.



Demographic Characteristics of the Markets Served by
Closed Rural Hospitals
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Communities with
abandoned hospitals



Study Findings

 From 2010 through 2014, 47 rural hospitals ceased providing 
inpatient services (“closed”).  Of the 47, 26 hospitals no 
longer provide any health care services (“abandoned”) while 
21 continue to provide a mix of health services other than 
inpatient care (“converted”).

 Abandoned rural hospitals served markets with a higher 
proportion of non-Whites (26%), particularly Blacks (14%), 
compared to converted rural hospitals (11% and 2%, 
respectively) and were located farther away from other 
hospitals.

 Survey respondents from the markets of closed hospitals 
perceived increased travel distances to health care as a 
stressor and a risk to the health of those communities.
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Impact of closures

 Limited evidence about health outcomes
 Small sample / power problems?

 OIG: surveys revealed few reported access problems post-closure

 Literature suggests some access decrease, but magnitude mixed

 Joynt et al (2015) found no effect, but mostly urban hospitals

 Some evidence about economic cost

 Hospital often one of top two employers 

 Magnet effects – hospital closes, providers leave?

 Loss of the only hospital in a county implies a decrease of 
about $1300 (today’s dollars) in per capita income (Holmes 
et al 2006)

 Emerging evidence about health disparities
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http://bit.ly/ruralclosures
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http://bit.ly/ruralclosures


Resources
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North Carolina Rural Health Research Program
http://www.shepscenter.unc.edu/programs-projects/rural-health/

Rural Health Research Gateway
www.ruralhealthresearch.org

Rural Health Information Hub
www.ruralhealthinfo.org/

National Rural Health Association
www.ruralhealthweb.org

National Organization of State Offices of Rural Health
www.nosorh.org

http://www.shepscenter.unc.edu/programs-projects/rural-health/
http://www.ruralhealthresearch.org/
http://www.raconline.org/
http://www.ruralhealthweb.org/
http://www.nosorh.org/


North Carolina Rural Health Research Program
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